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1CHAFTEE I
SOm BEMABKS ABOUT BRITISH GIBLS
miO BECAI£E! BEIDES OF AMERICM SSRVICEM
A large niimber of servicemen who, during World War II, were in
England or other parts of the British Connaonwealth of Nations, mar-
ried British hrides. As far as social agencies or British Consul-
ates are aware, hy far the larger part of these marriages have "been
successful. This assumption is made on the basis of the girls' non-
appearance for assistance. We have no means of estimating the strains
under which many of them may be living. We can only assume that those
who do not apply directly for help with their problems are more or less
able to handle them adeqtiately. We shall go into numbers later. At
|i
this point it may be useful to consider the general background of these
I
marriages and try to see what particular factors may be expected to be
strengths or weaknesses in them,
j;
Since the 1914-1918 war there have been markedly less men than
women in England. Marriage has therefore for many years been somewhat
I
more competitive from a woman' s point of view there than in the United
I
States. Parties to which more boys are invited than girls and ' stag
I
lines' are there unknown. This may be one of the reasons for a more
\
painstaking social manner among American yo-ung men and among English
j
girls. Small attentions such as the giving of "corsages" are not the
! custom for these girls, and they and the manner that goes with them
are not taken for granted as is usual here.

As is well knov/n, the American army uniform was during the war
of far "better cut and quality than the British. In fact, the private's
uniform approached the British officers' quite closely, while the
British Tommy's outfit looked extremely coarse by comparison. The
American, pay was so much greater that to English eyes they all seemed
rich men.
We mast also remember that the "American Invasion" of England
took place after the English had been for a long time at war, many
men had been killed, terrible bombing had been endured, shortages and
restrictions of all kinds were everywhere; and America mast have
'
looked even more desirable, safe, rich, and full of promise than usual.
When these young men came away from home, many of them were in a
happy-go-lucky frame of mind which made them even more attractive to
girls than they might have been in their normal home frame of mind.
This may, with the factors above, account for the twenty thousand il-
legitimate children they left in England. Some of the marriages ap-
pear to have been contracted in somewhat of a holiday spirit, and to
have been rejected by the men on their return home. Some even seemed
to think they were no more binding than Pinkerton felt his to be with
Madame Butterfly. We have quite a few of these on record, but as our
study is to be concerned with brides whose marriage was accepted at
least as legal marriage by their husbands, we cannot consider them
here.
In spite of enonnous advances in social services and in levelling
of classes in England, brought about politically and by the uniting i
I
3experiences of total STar, there is still far more class consciousness
there than here. It is carried into more elaborate detail and jeal-
ously guarded, sometimes, in its subtle distinctions. Members of the '
lower-middle class are extremely aware of their social superiority to
|
the laboring class and their daughters would, in many cases, not care
to mix v/ith their sons. This is the rigid class, with its hard-won
prestige. Accent is almost a social label in England, not a geograph-
|
ical one as it is in the United States. Before the war it was Impos-
sible for anyone T/ith certain elements in his speech to rise from the
middle to the upper class. Since Labor peers and cabinet members are I
more numerous and since the general shake-up of the war, this is less
absolute. But among the Snglish one can still observe a wariness sug-
,
gestive of the approach of strange dogs at a lamp post, which is very
foreign in this country except in certain very small groups on the
Eastern Seaboard.
It may be helpful to an -understanding of these attitudes to ob-
serve the feeling of superiority which most people here have towards
domestic servants. It is this kind of snobbery which is elaborated in
J
!!
England. A small shoi>-keeper' s da-ughter might look down upon a fill- :
ing station attendant in the same way as sales personnel appears to !j
feel superior to household help. It is fairly easy by this analogy to
translate the feelings of social superiority into American terms, but !'
less easy to understand the corresponding feelings of inferiority in
I
certain classes in England. Here, any traveller may see that a well-
to-do man considers himself superior to the garage attendant, but ther

is nothing to show that the garage attendant feels himself inferior to
the bank president—^he only feels less fortunate. In England it is
often sadly easy to see that while the better classes feel as they do
here, the less well-placed are clearly aware of not-belonging and bein^;
inferior.
j
This subject has been treated at some length because it accounts
for some of the difficulties in adjustment ifahich we shall see in the
cases tlmt follow and in the girls' relations to one another over here.1
1
We also observe a fairly frequent tendency to use the snob value ;
of being English, in this part of the country, to exaggerate their
home background. This background may often be very simple, but the I
girl may be unable to resist enhancing it. The case of Mrs. W, which
is not being used in our study because it does not fall into the se-
lected group, illustrates this tendency. To quote from her record:
International Social Service arranged for a home visit be-
fore Mrs. W s return to England. Their worker' s report
states, "the family is on a marginal level economically but
close-knit and eager for Mrs. W's retuni." The Boston Prov-
ident Association worker records: "She was constantly try-
j
ing to raise her social status in our eyes by exaggerating
I
her family background in England and assuming false airs. !
However, her poor English construction and her cheap taste
\
in jewelry and dress belied the reports she gave us."
Eacial discrimination, on the other hand, is much less customary '
there. Jewish blood is not necessarily a drawback, is often not con-
sidered, and there is no segregation of Italian or other national
j
groups. The negro problem does not exist, and before the war a coun-
try child would turn to stare at the rare spectacle of a black man. '
People are not conscious of Greek or Italian origin. When, therefore,
I

these handsome dark men in their expensive tmiforms with well-lined
pockets made love to the deprived lower-middle or working class girls
in England, it woiald not have entered their heads that these men might
belong to groups which are not accepted on an equalit7 with the cor-
responding Anglo-Saxon group in their home town in America. Tliese
young men who come from Mediterranean cultures have strong family-
feeling and would have told the girls how wonderful their parents were
in glowing terms, but would probably omit to mention that the mother
could not speak English and tliat the family still live in their na-
tional setting. In the movies the American home is nowadays not al-
ways shown as palatial and most of the sensible girls expected the
simplicity they had often seen in pictures of small-town working-class
living. Few of them would ever have seen pictures of the first-
generation Italian tenements which vvere the homes of these handsome,
well-dressed Americans.
It is perhaps because of this basic misunderstanding that so large
a proportion of our Boston war-bride case load is among this particu-
lar foreign background group. lirs. Scot son, at the British Consulate,
'i
puts their difficulties down to inability to find separate accommoda-
{
tion, mother-in-law trouble, homesickness, and incompatibility with th^
"Italian tendency to grand opera approach," in that order. Because we
j
have access to all the records of this group of cases, we hs.ve selectei
them for study; and we shall attempt to see to what extent this esti- 1
mate of their difficulties is true.
il
i,
The twenty-one cases are from the files of the Boston Provident ii
Association. They have "been selected because they represent the whole
case load in their particular field. That is to say, cases referred
to the agency and accepted for service, each with a case record, in
which the husband is an American Army veteran of first generation
Italian, Greek, Portugese, Spanish, or Armenian family and the wife
a British girl who met him while he was serving overseas.
The writer worked in this agency for two winters and knew per-
'I
sonally five of the "brides. For the rest, the agency generously gave
her access to its case material, and the workers concerned were most
helpful.

CHAPTER II
SOUHCES OF IHFORIAA.TIOH AHD
LIMITATIONS 01 THE FIELD UITOER STUDY
In the Boston area, the Red Cross, English-Speaking Union, and
British Consulate have had cognizance of most of the British "brides'
arrivals. There has been, however, no formal record kept and it is
not possible to give figures at all exactly. According to the
|
English-Speaking Union estimate, which is supported by the Consul
General's office, some twenty-five hundred to three thousand British
girls, either wives or fiancees of service men, came to the New Eng-
land area. The Boston Metropolitan Chapter of the Red Cross has no
|
records of ntmbers. They gave brief service, where necessary, at the
time of arrival but where case work was involved they were referred to:
the Boston Provident Association. I'lany of these girls may only have
passed through here and may be scattered far away.
,
The English-Speaking Union runs a "British Brides' Club," and
'
their register contains some six hundred and twenty names and addres-
ses, while about a thousand have had some sort of contact with this
association. They mostly formed this contact as a result of publi-
city given to the Union' s activities on their behalf on a social
|
level. Some were referred by the International Institute and some
j
through the Red Cross while others were contacted by the Union be-
cause their names appeared on the passenger lists of boats docking
|
here in Boston. The number in the register does not, however, repre-
j

sent the number on the active list. There are ahout two hundred re-
ceiving notices regularly and one hundred well known to the Cluh.
}
The Consul General* s office and the executive secretary of the
English-Speaking Union agree that of the total number of brides in
the area, about one hundred have had difficulties for which they have ;
sought professional assistance; of these about fifty only have been I
very serious. About half of these are the Latin background group se-
lected for study.
The "Club" is an infonnal group open to all British war brides
and meets once a week at the Englishr-SpeaMng Union headquarters.
They meet in the afternoon, their children are welcomed also, and tea
is served. The responsibility for the running of this plan rested at
first entirely with the members of the English-Speaking Union—a pay-
ing membership devoted to the promotion of goodwill in the English-
speaking world. It has been most interesting to observe the gradual
I
shift in the girls' attitude, from one of passive desire to be led to
a wish to handle their own affairs. How they run their teas, and in-
deed all their activities, without assistance. They have organized
|| sales, and so on, to raise the necessary money. They give each other
jl
baby showers and form a really friendly background for new or homesick
jj
members. The secretary has observed, however, that they do not work
: easily together. They have such brutal frankness that it is quite
!
difficult for them to function as a group. This is a national charac-
teristic and is probably the reason why there are few women' s clubs
and similar women* s group activities in England. However, they show

great capacity for improvement in this respect. For some time a so-
:l
! cial worker from the Boston Provident Association, a family agency,
,
attended the teas every week, with the author accoasionally assisting
her. Problems which the girls discussed with her, when they seemed to
I
need agency assistance, were then handled from the office,
i The British Consul-G-eneral had a large number of appeals for
help, mostly from girls wishing to get divorces or to go back home.
I There seems to exist a widespread impression in England that divorce
j
in America is very easy to obtain. However, divorces cannot be ob-
I
tained in England in the absence of the husband, and it has been the
ii
i duty of the Consulate to enlighten the wives in this respect. The di-
vorce has to be obtained here before they leave. It has been the pol-
icy of the Consulate to refer all such requests to the Boston Provi-
dent Association for case work, and a close working arrangement has
been in force for several years. This agency was selected partly be-
cause it has access to special funds for the use of Britons in need.
A study of the total war brides case load in the agency shows
that some have been referred from other sources, a fev/ from the Bed
i Cross—which carried only brief-service cases in this field, the
I graver ones requiring consular help having been routed to the Boston
Provident Association. Some have been referred directly through
friends of the agency or through miscellaneous sources.
The problems for which the referral has been made show little or
no homogeneity, except in the group selected. The rest of the group
seems to present a ravage of marital and other difficulties which might

Ije met in any family agency records, and their nxmbers are too small
to have any statistical value in so wide a field of troulales. We do
seem to find, however, certain recurring patterns in the selected
group, and as this represents the whole group there may "be some valid-
ity in our ohservations. Three cases required service not involving
family conflict: these are included in order to cover the whole group,!
and each does give some hacltground. But we should he conscious of i
these three in evaluating ntunerical instances of conflictual factors,
such as physical abuse, in our study.
We shall name our cases A to U, in order to conceal their iden-
tity, and will first present two cases, P and G, in some detail "be-
cause these two are strikingly simila^r and both show a large number of
the factors which predominate in the whole group.
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CHAPTER III
CASE MSEKUlL
Sammary" of G-, Case
Hasband, Roman Catholic
marry.
- Wife, Protestant, 'becoming Roman Catholic to
Mrs. G- was referred indirectly "by the Red Cross where she had gone
for help with marital diffictiLties. She is an attractive, immature-
looking English girl of twenty-eight,-^ with light "brown hair.
She met Mr. G, a first generation Italian-American of thirty-
seven, in England and went out with him nightly for a week, when he
was sent to the Continent.
He courted her for two years by mail "but returned to America with-
out seeing her again. The courtship culminated in his sending her her
passage money and her agreement to come over to marry him. She went
direct to his home-town upon arrival, but on seeing him and his own
setting realized at once that she did not love him and could not accept
the CToltural pattern of his home.
She was greatly disturbed and unable to turn to anyone for help
because she was living with his people in a remote city and knew no one
with whom she could talk. Mr. G and his family finally persuaded her
1 All ages given are those at time of marriage.

to "take a chance" and many him. After less than a week of marriage,
which she found intoleralale, a quarrel occurred in which he ordered
her from his home.
She had no idea that divorce would not be easy to obtain, and
came to Boston to her war-bride sister with a view to returning to
England and starting divorce proceedings there. She came to the Bos-
ton Provident Association for financial assistance in carrying out thii
plan.
The impossibility of secioring a divorce in England in this way
was e33)lained to her, and the case worker gave her temporary financial
assistance and helped her to find a job which very soon made her inde-
pendent of this.
The qTiestion of adjusting her attitude towards her husband and
his family was then carefully explored. She was absolutely firm in
her refusal to accept either.
She herself came of a lower-middle class, highly respectable
background. Her small family lived in a single house in a quiet
street and "kept themselves to themselves." She was brought up in the
Church of England but became a Roman Catholic to marry Mr. G.
j
lirs. G, Senior, never accepted her as a person, although taking
her son* s side in forcing her into the marriage. She took all the
I
money Mrs. G had brought from England for board and gave her back none
at all to spend.
The family had a small English vocabulary, spoke mostly Italian,
and had vew interests. The household was noisy and there was much ex-
I1
. .
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cited shouting in Italian. The English girl had to eat Italian food
which, in a more travelled class among her compatriots, is much appre-
ciated, but which was as foreign and distastefijl to her rigid provin-
cialism as was the general atmosphere.
After marriage there was no (jaestion of living alone with her hus-
band. She merely occupied his bed. As he did not find her very satis-
factory there, apparently, he had no further use for her and wished
only to be rid of her.
Religious scraples do not seem to have interfered with the desire
! of both for divorce; the case worker therefore assisted her in getting
;
legal advice and a divorce was eventually granted.
This young woman, frightened and imiaatm'e, gained confidence with
financial security, and the agency lost contact with her. She did not '
wish for intensive case work, but accepts American life well and is
happily employed here.
ggmmary of 7. Case
jiHasband, Roman Catholic - Wife, Protestant.
li
Mrs. "F came from England at the age of nineteen to marry lir. F,
jl
an Italian-American veteran of twenty-five.
She was referred to the Boston Provident Association for case work
by a fellow member of the British Brides' Club with whom she had dis-
I cussed her attempts at abortion and also her general marital unhappiness.
She is a slim blonde girl with a child' s prettiness and a someTdiat
petulant eacpression. Her family in England is a rather unhappy one
-
14
thoTigh adeqxiate socially and financially. She appears to have had a
poor relationship with her parents Tmt a fairly good one with her sis-
ter, her only sibling. Her parents would not he willing to have her
"back home, and the sister to whom she wrote asking for a welcome was
also -unwilling to receive her in her home. This youog girl came over
/
to marry her fiance, Mr. F. a handsome yoxtng man to whom she had he-
come engaged in England, \diile practising her profession as a dancing
teacher.
TWien she arrived at his home she knew at once that she could not
marry him. Seventeen people lived in his family home, most of whom
spoke Italian, though her fiance' s mother could speak some English.
She describes them as "peasants" with extreme "bitterness, and some
accuracy—as this worker was able to observe them on a home visit.
The family all "ganged up" on her and talked to her until two in
the morning, attempting to make her marry lir, P. He himself kissed
and petted her into agreeing to "try it." He promised her an apart-
ment and had already bought some furniture for it, convincing her of
his good faith. After a three-day honeymoon they returned to Water-
town, and no more was sa.id about the apartment. The furniture was
sold, and Mrs. F. was obliged to live with her in-laws. The Srides*
Club was her only relaxation, and her unhappiness was acute. She soon
became pregnant and rejected it violently. She spent thirty dollars
at the local drugstore attempting to abort, but without success.
Two or three home visits by the case worker reduced her extreme
tension; and slie then gave the details recorded above. She spoke with
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great bitterness of her om parents and of her parents-in-law, espe-
cially complaining of her husliaiid' s attachment to his mother. The
worker tried to arrange pre-natal care for her, but she would not ac-
cept any plan for it. She was coldly civil to her mother-in-law, but
had no affection for anyone that the worker covld. observe, and did not
relate well to her, being unwilling to accept case work on anything but
a superficial level.
After a few months lir. P was able to find a furnished room and
i]
then the situation began to improve. Mrs. P became willing to accept
I
a referral for pre-natal care and gradually accepted her pregnancy.
When the child was bom both she and her husband were united in joy
over it. She now seems reasonably happy with him but entirely rejects
his family and says proudly tliat she has broken his own attachment to
them.
Ij
Comment:
I
These two cases have been given together because they have such
I'
marked similarities, liany of their characteristics will appear in the i
!|
cases which follow, but not many have quite so much in common; althougl
the outcome for the younger F couple was so different from the divorce
of the G' s, their situation and the factors involved, which will be
listed later, are strikingly alike.
The rest of the cases will be sum-iarized in alphabetical order.

Soamary of A. Case
Hus^band, Homan Catholic - Wife, Protestant
This twenty-eight-year-old Italian husband came to the agency re-
ferred by the British Constdate to get help in trying to get his Brit-
ish bride to return to him. He had married her in England, in the
Church of England, and brought her to America, in 1944, aged seventeen
When here they had been remarried in the Roman Catholic Church because
Mr. A did not feel the English marriage was valid. His wife did not
I accept his ideas on this and went through vdth the second marriage \m-
willingly. After a short period of married life, in their own home
apart from his family, Mrs. A asked to go home. He understood that
I
his very young wife was hone sick and paid her passage back. She has
' since written him harsh letters saying she will not return and asking
: for a divorce. He appeared to be bewildered and cannot agree to her
j
wishes.
I
He told the worker that his parents are dead and he was brought
up by his grandmother, to whom he appeared intensely devoted. She did
not object to his foreign bride, at least overtly accepting her. The
difficulty may lie in the senaxal field. He said several times that sh<
i
was so young and inexperienced, he had had to go very gently with her.
He claimed only to have had intercourse once with her in their first
week of marriage. He showed the worker her cold letters, in which she
said she had "proved her ability as a wife" but wished to ha.ve nothing
more to do with him.
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Througli International Social Service a family worker went to visil
Mrs. A at her parents' home in England. She received a cold refusal
when offering her services, and a repetition of the statement that her
a'bility as a wife had "been shown, tliat nothing further was possihle,
and strangers should keep out of her affairs. Q?he English agency
worker reported her home as being a rigid lower-middle class one.
In view of this, the agency felt imahle to carry out any plaa and
the case was closed.
It is not possihle to record many of the factors in this case ahovjt
which we would like to know. We had short contact with the hushand anc
a short, indirect, and msatisfactory interview with the wife. We ob-
serve great dependence on the grandmother, v/ho clearly represents his
motlier to LIr. A, and we do not laiow how she act-ually treated young
I^s. A. Uor do we know whether Mr. A was really -understanding in his
sexual approach to his wife, or whether she is frigid. Her letters,
her attitude to the English worker, and her rigid-appearing family
set-up may suggest the latter. The husband struck the Boston worker as
gentle and probably considerate, also supporting this hypothesis.
S-ummary of B. Case
Husband, Roman Catholic - Wife, Protestant
This nineteen-year-old, red-haired English girl was referred by
Comment:
difficulties. The Red Gross
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worker asked the agency to provide a neutral ground on which these two
young people could meet to discuss their pro'blems.
Mr. B, aged twenty-three, had married Itrs. B in England. She was
a war widow with a three-year-old girl.
He had then returned to the United States and had tried to get
her to join him. She had, however, refused and had spent the passage
money he had sent her. Both had then started divorce proceedings.
The yo-ung woman had suddenly notified Mr, B of her inrpending arrival,
and he had gone to the Red Cross for advice, Imowing that if his wife
lived with him here, his divorce proceedings would he nullified. His
support had been irregular, and she had sent him such rude letters
that he had ceased to want her.
The case worker had both young people and the husband' s brother
in her office to discuss plans. It was agreed that the brother and his
wife would take her in, the husband sleeping elsenriiere.
The divorce was continued and finally granted. Mrs, B sailed
home, again prepaid, on a basis of gradual repayment by a reduced sup-
port check, eight dollars a week having been ordered by the court.
This yo'cmg man had an unsettled family backgroimd with Society foi
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children record. His father had had a
breakdown and there was no steady income in the family.
Mr. B seemed more accessible to case work than did his wife, but
he was a vacillating character who had a poor work record and appeared
1
unable to decide whether he wanted a divorce or not. He admitted that
he had another girl friend. His ez-wife returned to England again
s :

—— .
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!
pregnant, l3ut this did not affect the divorce, tho-ugh it nay cast more
light on the -unstable attitudes involved. Her family was willing to
receive her. This girl appeared to have very little warmth in her re-
lationships and did not accept case work nor form a good rapport with
the worker, her "brother-in-law, or his wife. She did not complain of
the Italian "bacljgrotind nor of homesickness in the United States.
Comment
:
This case shows, as do almost all the cases under consideration,
that the religious "bacl^ground of the hashand does not affect his atti-
tude toward divorce.
Summary of C. Case
Hasband, Eoman Catholic - Wife, Protestant
This twenty-three-year-old, red-haired English girl came from a
quiet, middle-class family to marry her twenty-eight-year-old Italian-
American fiance.
She found slie was expected to live with his family of sixteen
people in an eleven-room house. The nother-in-lav/ is a kindly woman
who seemed to welcome her but showed no understanding of her different
needs and occasionally refused to speai-c to her for days together. Her
worst difficulty was absolute lack of privacy. The young couple had a
room to themselves, but the mother-in-law did not permit the door of it
to be closed. The family of all ages screamed and shouted and the brid<
felt she wotild go mad. The Italian food also upset her.
t

Her Ixa3l>a2id vas immature, dependent on his mother, and said hiiw
self he was not ready for marriage, and doesn't love a woman after he
has 'had what he wants.' He pets his wife when she cries but resents
'her depending at all upon him, and is violent to her but not abusive.
She appears to have oade a tremendous effort to adjust to all this
Ij
and spoke in a controlled way about it. She said her husband had prom-
ised her an apartment and had bought furniture (using all the two hun-
1
dred and fifty dollars she had brought with her), but had rented the
apartment and sold the furniture. He gave up his job and lived by gam-
bling. He never spoke of money matters to her, and she was afraid to
open the subject because of his violent temper. She feels she knows
nothing about him. But she said, "Even if he breaks his promises again
I
and again, my anger melts away yiien I look into his brown eyes."
li
Mrs. C. eventually decided to return to England, with her baby
•I
which was born eight months and one week after the marriage.
He requested her to return to him, and she did so. The situation
I
appears to be about as before, the case is now open, and the wife is
being helped in all areas by the worker, who is assisting in changing
the living arrangements.
Comment
:
11
This twenty-one-year-old girl has shown remarkable powers of
I
adaptability. She looks neat and pretty, shows no outward sign of
strain, and cares beautifully for her baby. Her manners are charming.
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Her comment about looking into
anger melt away is illiminating and
of these situations, though she was
his hroTOi eyes and feeling her
probably applies to a great many
the only one to define it in words
>
Stnmnary of D» Case
This forty-five-year-old Italian-American husband married a
f
twenty-one-year-old bride in England. It is a short record because
;
the marriage is a happy one and the problem only one of assistance in
returning to England to visit the father and settle business matters or
the death of the wife' s mother. The referral was a personal one. The
couple live alone with their baby and are apparently well adjusted in
spite of the difference in age. He has no family nearby. lirs. D
comes from a happy middle-class baxslsground. She is much larger and
more commaading than her husband and although clearly the boss, she
jl
defers to him. The service rendered was eraperficial but adequate and
the case closed.
j
Comment :
This case is only recorded in order to include the whole of this
j:
particular group handled by the agency. Unfortunately, we do not know
any further particulars.
Srunmary of E. Case
Husband, Roman Catholic - Wife, Protestant, becoming Roman Catholic
This young couple presented no marital conflict. They were mar-

ried in England; the wife, a "blonde twenty-one-year<cold Protestant
girl, "became a Catholic in order to marry her Italian-^erican tTrenty-
li
1 three-year-old hashatid. Her parents sent over to enquire about their
i prospective son-in-law "before the marriage took place, and were in-
ll
jl formed that he came of a family of good Italian standing. He is an
only and raach loved child, but his parents are not possessive and do
not interfere with his marriage. The young couple live alone.
They applied for agency help in getting the wife' s sister over
I
and for assistance in a "Veterans Administration rating problem, re-
quiring no case work service.
i Comment ;
Like the preceding case, though lacking mach desirable information
Ijthis is included for completeness of sample.
Summary of H. Case
Husband, Eoman Catholic - Wife, Protestant
This twenty-three-year-old re-haired girl was referred to the
jagency by a hospital social ?rorker, for help with her hospital bill.
She married her twenty-four-year-old Spani sh^American husband in
Australia where he was on war service. Her family is a prosperous and
happy one, and they approve of her marriage. She loves her husband ted
is *lost without hira. ' He is in a "Veterans Admini straition hospital
with tuberculosis.
She lived with her in-laws who were 'kind' to her, but they yell
22
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scream, and quarrel, and have the radio on fall "blast most of the
time. This made her -unhappy and lonely. But her hushand told the
medical social worker that she is "brooding and emotional and "better,
in his opinion, living with his family.
Mrs. H was unwilling to tell her family in Australia of her im-
happiness for fear of distressing them; thoti^ anxious for advice and
assistance in planning, she did not wish to accept money from the
agency.
Later she made a plan for herself, to live with another Austra-.
lian "bride in another state. Her husband, seen again by the medical
social worker, said he now thought this best, and that he had come to
see that his family had probably not been good to her. He was later
discharged and has broken with his fajnily and plans to set up house-
keeping with his wife.
Comment :
We see considerable maturity in this yoamg wife, who did not wish
to distress her parents, and was able to make a plan for herself to
tide over her husband' s absence, and even in her unsupported state she
did not take money from the agency. The outlook is good for this
young couple.
Srunmary of I. Case
Husband, Greek Orthodox - Wife, Protestant
Referred by the secretej:y of the English-Speaking Union, this

jams English woman married her Greek-American hushand vhen she was
twenty-three and he twenty-one years old. They married in England
where he was stationed. She is a light-brov/n-haired, quiet person of
lower-middle class, with evident affection for her young hashand.
She was pregnant at the time of referral and needed help in plan-
ning her future after discharge from her confinement. Her Greek-
speaking parents-in-law, with whom she had at first lived, entirely
rejected her and had finally turned her out of their hone. Her has-
band, a round-faced, extremely immature-appearing hoy, had accompanied
her without apparent affect, and they were living in a furnished room
at the time of the agency worker's visit. He had given all his anacr
money to his mother and expected to "be supported by her. His wife had
helped him to secure a soda-fountain clerk's job, where he behaved
with childish jocularity but which he kept, and through -rfiich they
paid their way. His intelligence seemed limited, but he was good-
humoured and fond of his wife.
Neither wanted case work, nor would they come to the agency for
help with planning. Contact was lost and the case closed.
Comment i
This boy is perhaps the most immature of the -vjhole group. He
seemed perfectly willing to shift his total dependence from his
mother to his wife, who fortunately seemed herself mature enough and
fond enough to shoulder it.

Smmnary of J» Case
Husband, Greek Orthodox - Wife, Protestant
This case was referred as an emergency "by the secretary of the
English-Speaking Union. Mr. J, an Armenian-^erican, had come in in
search of his wife who had been out all night and he was in a frantic
condition.
It appeared that he had married his blonde, eighteen-year-old
j
wife at a registry office in England when he was twenty-two. He had
not wished her to come to America, did not feel ready for marriage,
j
and several times referred to her as his *girl friend.' He now to-
tally rejected the marriage but at the same time felt a jealous fury
at her cheating him.
She had left her in-laws' home after a quarrel and had not re-
turned, though she had told her husband she was going to the Brides'
Club. She applied the same day to the consulate for assistance and
was sent over to the agency.
She was a very pretty, heavily made-up, perozide-aided natural
blonde who told substantially the same stoiy as her husband.
The worker tried to arrange tempora.ry accommodation for her, but
il
she was more interested in financial help and quite resistive to case
work. She showed no desire to save her marriage. She described her
mother-in-law as a 'loathly old witch.' Her husband had given her a
i black eye (visible to the worker), did not seem to want her, and spent
no time with her because he worked all day and studied at college in
i!
the evenings. He told her he cculd not afford a wife and gave all his

money to his mother who gave her none. Her mother-in-law spoke only
Armenian to him, and she could hear her own name frequently in their
conversation. The food was distasteful to her; she had to eat raw meal
halls, an Armenian dish, she told the worker. She was not homesick,
hut wished to he rid of her hushand.
When the worker could not help her on a cash hasis only, she left
the agency and did not get in touch with the worker. Sons time later
a newspaper article said she had appeared in court with a sailor,
charged with registering with him in a downtown hotel in violation of
the trae name law. Her hushand had been summoned, and the reporter
stated that she and he had left the court as * friends.*
Later she appeared at the consulate, without joh or funds. They
sent her hack to the agency. She told the worker that her hashand had
divorced her some months previously and that she had heen earning her
living singing in night cluhs. She was, however, in charge of the pro-
bation officer since her court appearance, and had been hampered in he]
work by him because, her age being only nineteen, she was legally for-
bidden to work in certain places. She was entirely resistive to case
work, again wanting only money.
She disappeared again. The worker learned from the probation of-
ficer that she had gone off with a theatrical touring company. Both
agency and consulate felt tlis.t should she reappear for assistance they
would hesitate to give it because of her unwillingness to cooperate.

Comment :
It was ttie opinion of all who tried to work with this pretty,
' wayward girl that she had "been a prostitute hefore her marriage and
I continoed to be one after its failure, which was probably not her
fault.
Stunmary of K. Case
I Husband, Roman Catholic - Wife, Protestant
j
This English bride of a Portuguese-^&merican applied to the con-
I suLate for assistance in ret-uming to England. She was a divorced
wife of twenty-four and he thirty-eight when she came to this country
to marry him, as the alleged father of the child she was shortly to
I
bear. She had two children, with her, by her former husband.
llr. K accepted his paternity and married her in a civil ceremony
j
as he was a Eoman Catholic. He also paid for her transportation here,
i
The mother-in-law was a chronic invalid, with very little Eng-
:
lish. She rejected violently her divorced dsughter-in^-law, and
threatened that she would die if not relieved of the strain,
j
The husband became much discouraged, complained also of her, and
I
started drinking. He vras throtighout a good father, llrs. K appeared
to be very fond of him, but the sit-uation became so diffictilt that she
finally returned to her family, who paid the fare.
She had at first lived with her husband' s sister, then in an at-
tic which she complained was inadequate and that she had a 'cute'
home in England which she would greatly prefer. The worker reported
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that this attic was indeed peeling and a very poor dwelling.
I
?lhile waiting for her passage she was not supported by her has-
"band and the agency helped her to find a joh. While working, she
showed a marked personality deterioration. The worker, who had not
' seen the husband but had spoken ynlth him on the telephone and com-
mented on his very smooth voice and manner, states that this person-
ality change "may show the husband had some groxinds for his complaints*
Comment :
This is one of the very few cases indicating any religious feel-
ing in either party. It seems clear that this Portuguese man is torn
i'
between affection for his wife and child and los'alty to his mother and
j:
' the religion he shares with her; the coiiflict seemed insoluble to him
and he sank into depression and drunkeness.
i
Summary of L. Case
jl
Hasband, Eoman Catholic - Wife, Protestant
This young woman was seventeen at the time she married her
twenty-five-year-old Italian-American hasband in England. Her family
was simple but her home kind and adequate. She was employed as a
tailoress. Her coloring is meditun. Her hasband promised her an
apartment, but when she arrived she had to live with her sistejvin-
law and sleep in the same room. Only a curtain divided their bed from
hers, and Mr. L made "excessive sexual demands" upon her. She com-
plained bitterly of this and of his lack of other interest in her and
I
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of the absence of privacy, and irent to the consulate for a divorce.
Case work and assistance in finding adequate accommodation were
attempted, "but LIrs. L was resistive and difficult to help. She was
pregnant at this time. She went South for the birth of the child and
deserted it shortly after. (A psychiatric test after court action
showed low intelligence and poor group relationships. ) While there
ii she enlisted the sjTirpathies of severaJ. elderly ladies, who did not
I
know about the haby, and who raised funds for her fare back to Eng-
land.
Had she not been able, through her youthftd appeal, to get this
1 backing, she might have been deported because of her low intelligence
j
and desertion of her child.
ii
Comment :
We do not have enoiagh evidence to evaluate the reality of the
I
young woman's coaiplaints. We do have evidence of her own inadequacy,
but if her story is true, she was placed in a situation which few
seventeen-year-old girls could have handled.
Summary of M. Case
Hasband, Roman Catholic - Wife, Protestant
Ihis tall, blonde young woman was twenty when she married her
handsome Italian twenty-year-old husband in England. Two children
were bom. Both hasband and wife seemed extremely young when they
i'
applied to the consulate for divorce and were referred to the Bostoii

Fsrovldeint Association. The worker there Intervlevred them both, and
found them qparrelling hut loving.
The principal trouble was the wife's jealousy of a possessive
mother-in-law, with whom, however, she was on quite good terms. The
husband* s attachment to his mother seemed excessive but not abnormal.
Short, intensive case work helped these young people to settle
their differences and the case was closed with excellent prognosis
for their continued adjustment.
Comment :
This case presents the classic picture of successful marital
counselling. Tlie young couple had reached the end of their endurance
and thought they wished to part. The case worker saw the strengths
in their marriage, saw the problems which threatened and almost over-
whelmed it, and helped then to save it by case work which is a joy to
read.
Smnmajy of IT. Case
Husband, Greek Orthodox - Wife, Protestant
This twenty-two-year-old, fair-haired English girl married her
G-reek-sAmerican, twenty-three-year-old hasbaiid in England. He had told
her he would give her her orni home here but she and her child found
they had to live with his mother. Her husband re-enlisted in the
army, and her mother-in-law was 'impossible' to her, she stated. She
also was unable to eat the Greek food. She applied to the consulate
I
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for assistance in planning divorce tecaaise, thoiagh she loved and wanteq.
him, her hashand said he did not want her and did not want to return.
He sent her no money hut supported the child through his mother. Late:
'
' he rejected the child also.
She likes the United States and wished to remain. She finally re-
turned to England, without any improvement in her situation.
Comment:
This girl was in great distress and appeared adequately mature to
the worker. She loved her hushand, who may have been influenced to
re-enlist by his mother, who clearly had great power over him and who,
from the first, bitterly rejected this blonde foreigner. Had the hus-
band been present, it might have been possible for a wise case worker
,
to have helped him detach himself from his mother and assume his role
as husband and father.
Summary of 0. Case
!
Husband, Roman Catholic - Wife, Protestant
This twenty-four-year-old Italian-American married his English
jj
seventeen-year-old wife in England. She came of a small-business
family with happy relationships.
On arrival here she found the Italian-speaking family with which
li
1
she was expected to live "coarse, noisy, abusive, and ignorant." Her
husband found her lazy and childish, preferring to read magazines than
to cook and clean. He provided a separate dwelling for her as she oh-
..
:
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jected so much to his family, but he refased to give her money for
housekeeping. He was frequently "bad-tempered and abusive to her.
She finally left him, taking their child, and applied to the con-
j
sulate for divorce. The agency worker paid a home visit, as Mrs. 0
I
had no one with whom to leave the child, and found her neat and
friendly with a beautifully kept child.
She told the worker that his ignorance was one of the things that
was most troublesome to her in her husband. She herself had worked for
the Kodak Company but tho-ugh she knew more about photography than he
did, this was his hobby and he was mwilling to admit her superiority.
i!
She was willing to conceal it also. She told the worker that intoler-
able as she foimd her life, she would never be happy with a boring hus-
band and foTjnd this one 'the exciting type.'
I
The worker concentrated on reconsiliation and saw both husband
and wife. Unfortunately, this created suspicion in both; thoijgh con-
siderable progress was made, the case is closed. The couple is recon-
ciled but probably only superficially.
Oomment :
Here we see a very young girl who is unable to cope with her
Italian in-laws. She is lazy, as her husband said, and childish while
I
under their domination. After she had left them we observe that she
i
is neat, clean, a good mother, and able
€o plan for herself.
Althongh the difficulties are very great, this marriage shows cer-
tain strengths which may save it.
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Smmnaiy of P. Case
HuslDand, Ronaa Catholic - Wife, Protestant
This twenty-year-old English girl had married her twenty-one-yeap
old Italian-American husband in England and had joined him here two
years later.
A year after that she had had a child and was in difficulties
over paying the hospital "bill for her confinement. The referral came
in two ways: her parents in England contacted the British Consul here
"because they had no news of her for many months; and the medical socia
worker at the lying-in hospital also referred her for assistance with
her hill (throtigh the Red Cross). She was greatly comforted hy having
a letter hone written for her. She said she had been so confused at
the time of the child* s "birth and so worried by fear of inability to
pay for it that she had let the weeks go by without writing. She was
not basically unhappy, however.
Her mother-in-law, with whom the young couple lived, was good to
her. She worked herself, and so did her husband. He seemed a sha^
dowy figure for whom the wife and mother took joint responsibility.
The case is still open. More problems than have appeared probabl;
eilst, but for the present the situation is calm and apparently happy,
the bill having been settled and the parents' ansiety set at rest.
Comment *
Contact was too brief and service too superficial for us to laiow
much about this case.
1
-
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Stunmaiy of ^» Oas»
I Husband, Roman Catholic - Wife, Protestant
OJhis highly complex case involves a twenty-three-yeaavold English
j
graduate nxirse, who married a twenty- six-year-old Italian-American in
[
England. A boy was bom there the following year. Three years after
j
marriage she was able to join her husband here, and a second child was
bom a year later.
At first things went fairly well, and her relations with her in-
laws have remained superficially good throughout. But she was amazed
at their ignorance and Italian ways. She managed to get her husband
to provide a separate home for her and the children, thoijgh he broke
his promises to do so several times. She wished to live as far away
as possible because, as she said, "Althougli he is Americanized on the
surface, when he is with his family he takes on some of their manner-
isms."
He physically abused her considerably, and at the birth of the
little girl she found he had infected her with venereal disease. She
was especially upset by this, being a nurse. She had to have a rad-
ii
ical operation and needed a great deal of stipportive case work through •
out this period.
She is still with the agency and has many problems, money among
|j
them, but shows great desire to save her marriage and has two beauti-
j
fuL children.
1
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Coiament :
This girl is the more powerful partner and has succeeded in wean-
ing her hushand from his family. She has shown stability in the face
of particularly acute problems, and although she feels justified in
taking taking this man from his family, she does not show bitterness
towards them.
Summary of R. Case
Hasband, Roman Catholic - Wife, Protestant
!IIhe Greater Boston Community Council referred this case to tlie
agency. It involves a thirty-year-old English wife of a forty-six-
year-old Italian gardener. She was suffering from severe post-partem
depression. The worker made a home visit. He saw 'one of the most
beautiful babies* he had ever seen, beautifully cared for, but the
mother looked deeply depressed and did not say a word throughout hia
visit. Her hasband was there, a kindly, gentle, older man, who was
extremely worried about the situation, especially his inability to
work and leave his wife. His savings were gone and he was desperate.
The couple lived alone.
House-keeper service was arranged, the wife gradually came out of
her depression, and the whole family co-operated very well. A medical
examination was arranged. It appears the wife had had sleeping sick-
ness in England. This may liave had something to do with her condition
rather than emotional causes, in the doctor' s opinion.
The case was closed, with excellent prognosis.
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Coment :
This is again one of the shorter cases with too few data to he of
much value for this study.
Smmnary of T« Case
' Hushand, Romaa Catholic - Wife, Protestant, becoming Roman Catholic to
marry.
This case was referred hy the consulate as having ^sonie marital
I
and financial difficulty." The twenty-yeax-old Australian bride mar-
ried her twenty-one-year-old Italian-American husband in Australia.
I
They lived there near her parents, who are small hotel owners, veiy
1
happily for one and one-half years, when he was sent back to the
' IMited States,
She followed shortly and lived with his family. There were no
I children.
!
She found him very different here. He showed dependence on his
:t
extremely possessive mother who "has no use for me," and accuses lira,
T of ruining her son' s life. There is no money shortage in his family
but he lies, gave up his job, and lives by gambling. He had appar-
i
ently gambled since he was sixteen but had shown no signs of it in
Australia.
Things became worse and worse mtil the wife grew to want divorce.
Her husband gambled away all they had, selling the car, and shaming hea
in the eyes of the neighbors and tradesmen. But he always promised to
reform, and the young couple were much in love.

Her family was most anrious that "both of them shotild rettim to
Australia and recommence their happy life there, "but his mother would
not hear of it, and the girl said, "I do not want to he the death of
that old lady."
The hushand did not follow soi^estions for psychiatric help,
thotjgh he had agreed to do so. Eventually he pawned her helongings
and even forged her name. She was out working at this time.
She was not herself easy to work with. She repeatedly "broke ap-
pointments and was very impatient if kept waiting at the agency. Fi-
nally she planned to return to Australia with her hashand and has
probahly done so, but without letting the worker kaow.
Comment :
The situation that this young girl so far from home had to con-
tend with is so overwhelming that she perhaps cannot be considered
difficult because she showed tension and impatience. Her inaccessi-
bility to case work and departure from the agency may only show real
independence of character and ability to plan for herself—and her
husband as well. She also showed this in securing a job for herself.
Summary of U. Case
' Husband, ? - Wife, 7
This was an out-of-town case in which neither husband nor wife
were seen by a worker from this agency. It was referred by the Brit-
[I ish Consul who had received a letter from a neighbor of the young
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couple. This woman wrote a well-balanced letter, stating that the Eng-
lish "bride of an Italian-American huslaand (the ages were not given) was
suffering from gross abuse.
She had, according to this neighbor, been so badly injtired by her
father-in-law that she had required hospitalization. On discharge, her
husband had lodged her and their two small children in an unheated one-
room shack without toilet, water, or lighting.
The agency worker got in touch with the nearest family agency,
who promised a home visit. The record consists of many patient letters
from the Boston Provident Association worker and rare replies eventu-
ally elicited from the local worker. This makes our laiowledge meagre.
A home visit was at last made and the conditions were as described by
the neighbor.
The husband evidently beat her. He was at first defensive and
abusive, but became communicative and admitted destroying his wife's
mail and passport, also her suitcase, to prevent her leaving him. The
visitor thought he showed "persecution comples:." The living condi-
tions were no better than a pig' s, but the place and the children were
neat. The wife said she wished to go home.
On the basis of this report, the Boston Provident Association
worker enquired of the consula,te what should be done to secure a new
passport. The necessary forms and information were sent and eventu-
ally passed on by the local worker. But the wife took no steps to
proceed with the matter.

S9
Because of her expressed desire to go home "but her failtire to tatoe
any steps in the matter of her passport, the worker questioned her real
wish to leave her hushand. Nothing more has "been done.
Comment:
This distressing case would prohahly have a "better prognosis if
the couple involved were not so far away. It seems tliat the evidence
of non-application for a new passport is not enough to suppose this
young woman really does not need help in returning home. If her hus-
hand destroyed her passport, destroys her mail, and allows her no
money, it may te impossilale for her to take any steps for herself. He
may have destroyed the re-application blank as he did her other papers.
She showed certain remarkable qualities in being able to keep so poor
a place neat and the children well-kept. But what does her endurance
indicate? Is she afraid, or is this another case of neurotic gratifi-
cation? Is the agency justified ih closing the case? The worker in-
volved is so able that probably it is correct to do so.
t
i7
1
1
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CHAPTER IV
OBSEEVATIOITS AITO CONCLUSIOITS
We see certain problems again aad again, and others less fre-
quently than might lae expected.. The author worked on five of the cases
and was familiar with some others, and has had to correct certain im-
pressions in the face of the statistical evidence of this stady.
Rejection For exaarple, overt rejection hy the mother-in-law
of wife hy
mother-in-law would seem almost -universal among them to anyone working
Three cases
without
case work
with this group. But if we look at the table at the end
we see that ten out of twenty-one were overtly and tm-
equivocally rejecting, two more probably were, six were
accepting, and the remaining three doubtfully so. It is
of course, not possible to evaluate the degree of rejec-
tion present in each case. In a study of this kind we
are considering overt behavior only. In some cases we
may lack sufficient evidence even to record that ade-
quately.
The three cases which applied for service not in-
volving help with personal adjustments may somewhat fal-
sify the picture that begins to emerge from our survey.
In discussing some of the factors which follow, and also
this one of rejection by the mother-in-law, we should
work on a basis of eighteen rather than twenty-one cases
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Phcrsical iliysical abuse, for instance, was present In seven
aTmse
out of the eighteen cases involving conflict, or 39 per
cent. TOiereas if we include the three well-adjusted
couples where there would obviously be no question of
such a factor, we get the less meaningful 33 per cent.
We have only included physical abuse when it appears in
the record. Were we able to interview these girls again
more might appear. Che one case, M, where the wife is
known to have scratched aad hit the husband, while he dii
.
not apparently retaliate, is not included.
Also in the three cases involving only superficial
service, the agency did not obtain enough information to
cover all our enquiries. We must, therefore, bear these
three in mind xHcien we refer to our twenty-one cases, and
make mental allowance for them in evaluating the inci-
dence of the various factors we are computing.
Ages The average ages of the twenty couples whose ages
we know are twenty-siz years and nearly ten months for
the men and just over twenty-one for the women. The two
men of fortysix and one of thirty-seven greatly pull up
the average age of the men which, without these, would
be just under twenty-two. The women's ages vary from
seventeen (three) to thirty-one. If we eliminate the
three oldest (aged twenty- seven
,
twenty-eight, and
; =
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thirty-one), we also get a considerable drop and a truer
pictiire of their average age: nineteen years and nine
months. Two of the three older women were married to the
older men, one was three years older than her twenty-fou:
year-old hashand, and one forty-six-year-old man' s wife
was twenty-one, Hone of the three older men beat their
wives.
Children Pour of the couples had no children, twelve had one,
four had two, and one was pregnant. One wife also had
two children "by a previous marriage and another was preg-
nant when, divorced, she left for England.
Place of The majority were married "before coming here. Only
marriage
four came as fiancees and married in the United States.
Religion Eeligion seems to ha-ve played a small part in the
lives of most of these young people. All the wives were
Protestant, mostly Church of England. All the husbands
were Roman Catholic or G-reek Orthodox, where the reli-
gions were knoTm (most cases). Three girls became
Catholics to marry. In their feelings about divorce we
do not see the Church' s attitude strongly affecting them,
Only in one case was conflict clearly present. Natur-
ally, we do not Isnow that it was not a strong factor in
other cases; only we have no evidence of it.
hI
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With ^om Perhaps the most overwhelming prohlem these girls
the yomg
couples lived had to meet was the housing shortage. We find that only
five lived alone hut either so near their in-laws or so
frequently visited them as scarcely to count so, six
lived with their in-laws to start with and later moved
to their own homes, and eight lived with their in-laws.
Of these, one was with a "brother-in-law and one with a
sister-in-law, the rest with the mother-in-law. ITone of
those living alone suffered physical ahuse.
A United Press news item from London appeared re-
cently under the caption, "Hospital Report Shows Hew
lialady — * In-Laws Disease* , " and read:
Kings College Hospital reported tliat one
out of every hundred casual patients it re-
ceives suffers from a new post-war disease.
The hospital' s annual report indexed this
malady as 'in-laws disease.'
Chief sufferers, it said, were young wives,
who through the housing shortage, have been
forced to live with their husbands' relatives.
•Doctors send them to hospitals for treat-
ment although there is nothing wrong with them,'
the report said.
Hospital authorities said the 'disease' takes
many forms — sometimes fainting fits, general
depression, or 'weepiness.
'
The hospital concluded sadly that nothing
could "be done for the victims until the housing
situation improved.
Food was one of the main problems of those who did
live with or very near the husband' s family. The mother-
in-law usually insisted on doing all the cooking and the
foreign food was sometimes acutely distasteful to the
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inexperienced yoimg girls. And in the home the cultural
differences are glaringly apparent. The noisy, cheerful,
quarrelsome, excitable in-laws, talking a language—or
often screaiaing it—which was not uaderstood, and the
near-illiteracy that went with non-English-spealsing fam-
ilies were all more difficult for these frequently ri-
gidly provincial birls to hear at such close quarters.
In the whole of the handbook called, "A Bride* s Guide
to the U. S. A.," issued to British "brides of service-
men before they left England, there is no mention of fo-
reign groups maintaining their cultural pattern in Amer-
ica. Helpful sections on family espenditures, manners,
and many other subjects are given. AM we axe also told
what the typical American eats. Most English girls woul^
be delighted to serve or be served this diet. It must
have been a shock indeed to those readers of this manual
to go into a home almost exactly like a South European
peasant* s home.
The man' s The number of cases of neurotic dependence on the
oreitnation
to mother mother or extreme possessiveness by her is interesting.
or wife
About two we know nothing. Eight cases are glaring ex-
amples of it. Five seem to have started so but to have
modified in favor of the wife, one seemed dependent upon
whichever he was with, one showed evidence of a tie with

his grandmother who had "brought him up and so could per-
haps "be coTuited as his mother, while four only seemed
positive in favor of the wife from the start. It is
probahle that the evidence does not justify hlacki-and-
white classification in most cases but in some it does
seem to do so. That eight should show definitely un-
healthy emotional sta^tes in this respect establishes
this as a major problem for the group. It is perhaps a
more frequent phenomenon here than in England, where
motherhood is less glorified. G-eoffrey Gorer'- gives a
fascinating and horrifjring description of the Ajnerican
mom-cult in his recent controversial book. The attitude
of the mother towards the son vixo has been in service is
also apt to be abnormal. She appears in some cases to
regard him as one back from the dead or as a hero from
whom normal behavior is not to be expected, and to feel
that having got him back her absolute right to him
should be undisputed.
Money There is, in general, in the South European cultures
difficulties
a feeling against the wife' s working outside the home;
she is supposed to concentrate her efforts inside it.
However, in this group we see no less than fourteen
1 The American People: a study in national character.
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cases of serious money difficulties all due to the man* s
refusal to allow the management of money to his wife.
Some gave it all to their mothers, some kept it thenw
selves, so that cases of absolute pennilessness are not
infrequent among girls who are accustomed to handling
their own affairs. Some did work, some made the "best of
it, some were unable to endure it. The mother-in-law,
where there was conflict between her and the bride, al-
most in every case cciticized her use of whatever money
she had for housekeeping. The husbands also showed re-
luctance to discuss finajices with their wives and, in
those cases where his ten^jer was bad, the wives did not
dare to mention money and were sometimes miserable over
this.
Man' s work We see five cases of extremely poor work history and
record
status among the men. Pive are "fair." By this is meant
not good, usually casual, workers. One re-enlisted ap-
parently to be out of the way and free to let his wife
and mother settle his difficulties between them. His
work status is therefore hard to evaluate. Ten are re-
corded as good; this means that as far as we know they
are usually in steady employment. Two of tlie men with
bad work records are gamblers, with no other occupation.
But one of them only behaved in this way when with his
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mother. He had lived for a year and a half in Aastralia
with his bride without her ever seeing this tendency, and
so he is classified as "poor" "but not as an inveterate
gambler.
Evidence of (l) On the husband' s part:
desire to save
the marriage Eleven of the husbands showed positive signs of wiah«
ing to keep their wives. Five positively rejected them.
One, who beat and ill-iised her, would not let her go.
One who at first wanted her came to reject her; one who
at first rejected her later accepted her. The remaining
two ill-treated their wives, verbally rejected them, but
perhaps showed minimal evidence of wishing to save their
marriages. Both of these were fathers.
(2) On the wife's part:
Thirteen of the wives clearly wished to remain with
their husbands. Four positively rejected the marriage.
Two who appeared to reject it later came to accept it;
one reversed tliis order; and one, whom we were not able
to see, is impossible to evaluate.
Maturity of Based on what evidence we have of the girls' beha^
the wife
vior, their adaptability to America or to foreign ways,
their appearance, adequate motherhood, ability to plan
for themselves, and their handling of their conflicts,
we estimate that only tliree of tliem were immattire per-
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sonalities who really failed to adjust. One, again the
one we were not alDle to see» we cannot evalxiate; "but all
the rest showed strengths which in normal circumstances
would make for excellent adjustment and, in the circum-
stances in which we see them, usually made for steadi-
ness and adequaxjy. Those who endured extreme ill-use may
have done so for neurotic reasons; or may have felt too
proud to return home, having failed; or may have had too
much deprivation there to wish to return.
Wife's It is striking that of these girls eleven show def-
aceessihility
to case work inite resistance to case work on any level, Four of the
others did not need it so there is no evidence of what
their attitude would have heen had they done so. In four
resistive cases, study of the record shows a questionahle
quality of case work. One of the writer' s own cases was
probahly lost for this reason. In two cases \7e are not
able to tell, for lack of evidence, what v/ouLd have heen
acceptable. In only two were the girls really able to
accept case work, and two others showed fair response.
The eleven who were inaccessible to this help are a mach
higher proportion (over 73 per cent of the known cases)
than would be fo\ind in an American group seeking aid in
marital conflicts. This does seem to indicate a differ-
ence due to the English character, and also perhaps to
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the fact that agencies offering case work are very rare
there. Daring the war. Citizens Advice bureaujs were es-
tablished all over the comtry and gave excellent service;
but they were staffed hy voltinteers in almost all cases
and did not offer case work as we know it here. In deal-
ing with these girls it might he helpful to "be aware that
more agency interpretation thssn is usual should be given,
and the worker shoiild be prepared for a more reserved at-
titude with greater resistance to strangers' interest in
their affairs, on an intimate level. Fnether we shotild
put this down to emotional adequacy, self-reliance and
discipline, or to inhibition, stubbornness and introver-
sion is hard to say. Probably many factors enter into it.
But in this study we do observe that of fifteen cases re-
I
quiring case work and with sufficient record to study what!
went on, only four girls were able to receive it on a
level classifiable as such.
Physical Another remarkable observation is that of tlie six-
appearance
factor teen girls who were seen and whose colouring was recorded
or remembered, only one was dark. Five were shining
blondes, four were red or reddish haired, five had medium
brown hair, and one had dark hair with fair skin and blue
j
eyes. The average colouring of girls in England is about
the same as it is here. So we see that these dark young
iA.
1
men selected girls who are not as a rule availalDle to
them here. Tliere is discrimination among the fairer
Anglo-Saxon or Nordic group here against the Italian and
South European group which usually restricts them to their
own dark-haired women. When in a setting free from this
discrimination they seem to select these girls»
The twenty-one cases with their princiijal characteristics sm-
marized and tabulated appear on the following chart.
Approved,
Richard K. Conant
Dean
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